
Path 6 - Ring “Balconevisi“

km

13,4

duration

1h 20”

elev. gain

250 mt

difficulty
llll

% asphalt / gravel

26 / 74
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MontaioneMtbTrailArea.com was created thanks to the passion for cycling - especially for 
mountain biking - of its contributors. For this reason, the owners and contributors of this 
site, while doing everything possible to maintain the highest accuracy and reliability of the 
information, do not accept any responsibility concerning errors, omissions, accuracy of gps 
paths, event dates, addresses of accommodations and restaurants, and any other information 
contained on this map.
For the above reason, we are happy to share the tracks with you, hoping that you can have fun 
in our territory, but we won’t responsible for the use that you are going to do, as no one has 
forced you to walk or ride on this track.

Started from “Casastrada” we take the uphill on a white road and after cycling for about 2.5 km, at the 
first junction, we turn right direction to “Collegalli”. We pass near the villa of “Collegalli” and we con-
tinue to follow this trail that passing near some “calanchi” (erosive phenomena due to rainwater that 
produce large landslides on the slopes of the hills creating a very impressive landscape) will take us 
between gentle ups and downs until “Balconevisi”. Beyond the village of “Balconevisi”, famous for the 
white truffle typical of these hills and with its characteristic church of San Pietro, we go down on the 
asphalt road until we get to the valley. From here, along a flat white road and along (in the summer) 
beautiful sunflower fields, we return to the starting point.
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Follow this track with Wikiloc application for smartphone.
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